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Description of equipment used, at seismic stations of 
the florth Tien Shan 2one9 intended for automatic channel 
elevation, Introduction of multistage coarse tuning and 
notification during registration of earthquakes* 

Many BSiswic stations are fitted out with equipment which it ir 
cudtonary to call signalisiere. A signalisier has to provide, first of 
aU a clear, readable record of weak as well as strong earthquakes, 
and'» secondly, signaliB»tion proper (sound and optical) shout the re- 
cording of earthquakes* 
  In o^der to solve the first problem it is necessary to increase 
th* h*atin*r of collteator tubes during the recording of an eartnquake 
end to" introduce coarse tuning of the instruments BO that its opera- 
tional increase wuld provide a readable record of all Pjfe^ °J f !* 
parthouake. To achieve this, it is expedient to change the coaj se ton- 
ing coefficient according to the amplitude of oscillations. 

The term "signalizer" is no longer appropriate for an apparatus 
which u^yforass these operations automatically. It would be more cor- 
rect to call it an apparatus for automatic heating increase, coarse 
tnniM and notification (AP20). An AEZG schematic has to satisfy the 
following demandss maximal automatisjni operational stability* wonany 
in th» consumption of electricityi adaptability for stations of ^e 
general type as well as for teleseisrrdc and regional- stations. 

'' Several schematics of signalling apparatus are described in the 
literature, A -photoelectric*! sißnaliaer, constructed by A. E. Ostxw« 
SHY /"l 7, provides only notification, although the schematic, with a 
CTiail chiiie, could yield higher heating of the collator tubes. Its 
large consumption of energy, however, makes this schematic impractical 
for use at stations without an AC supply or where the flow of current 

I. I. Hersesov's contact signalisier f2j is intended for re~ 



,^1w enlv strong earthquakes. A disadvantage of V. I. Solov'yev's 
^SXsSr37 exists in the simultaneity of witching on the to- 
crSS ofhta^ng 5 eoarse tuning, which could prevent the readabil- 

'* °f ftJÄ ÄSSÄaSi at the^c^ei^c S£ 
t<on rS 7, permits, because of the ingenious utilisation of *-***- 
ÄÄ'cSui-tSr-, switching on ^££»£gg with a «nU 
amplitude of oscillation and switching on ^«" *^.!^%£S 
eToscillation ainplituda.    The wide range of «^^J^-Jf^8 

earthquakes of different strengths, however, «to« ™T****c£££ 
famine insufficient, and the schematic does not provide for cftanges 
of 2 coSe tuning coefficient in relation to the ^itude. 

A schematic for automatically increasing the heating of collx 
»tor tubes was first installed in 1950 •* ** £SE££ * ge- 
station,    in 1952, an APZO apparatus fo' ^^gf*£ connoted 
stepped coarse tuning with coefficients 5, 25 and 12;» was eorutrucxB 
at ^ SSrSwS; an APZO apparatus which satisfied^ the jb oje- 
listed specification was in <^**V\Ä«^^i^^<m 
rale Station, as well as at the regional stations of ^j^rt\ f^e 
Sfan zone («Kurmenty«, «Chilik«, 11i% and^J™^*"^^ ^ng 
«Alma-Ata«, "Chilik" and «Samenty« stations three-s*Jf «aJ"! *™5 
is provided,   At the «111- and Fabrielmaya» stations it was fwmd pos 
stole to limit coarse tuning to one-stage (f ^^ ,fco the operat. 

ing principle, the APZO is a 
photoelectric device with dry- 
cell feeding*    The operation of 
the device is completely auto- 
matic, and continuous operation 
is assured only by prophylactic 
cleaning of relay contacts, as 
well as by a change of the bat- 
teries once every six months« 

The optical part of the 
APZO (Fig. 1) consists of three 
photoeleraents STsV-3 (or STsV-U), 
an additional, collimator 1 and 
the coarse-tuning marker« 

A ray from collimator 1, 
reflected from the mirror of one 
of the operating galvanometers 
2f falls on the crosspiece of the 
middle window of the photoelement 

block 3*    At the distances and <^io™ « g™£ S^i'lSht- 
rpcording amplitude from 3 mm and above, the reflection ^ ^ f*nJ 
Je« £ displaced from the crosspiece to the ^£%££Z£*   kt 

Fig. 1. Diagram of the optical 
part of the A.FZ0 

1 - additional collimatorj 2 - 
galvanometer? 3 - photoelementj 
U  - coarse-tuning marker. 



at one of the outside photoelements, which are connected in parallel. 
In that case, the first stage of coarse tuning cuts in. A new increase 
of aapHtude to 70 nm will cause the connection of the second stage of 

coarse tuning, etc, 
The coarse tunine- marker h is a small light source with a sui- 

ted diaohrapm 0.3 - O.Umn wide. The marker is fastened to one of the 
galvanometers in such a way that its slot is parallel to the cylindri- 
cal lens of the recorder. The ray of the marker has to lie in one 
plane with the operating rays« The bulb of the marker gives * short 
flash when the coarse tuning is connected. The image of the slot iaixs 
on the cylindrical lens and is focused by it. After development, a 
clear borisontal line aopears on the seisnogram. 

The electrical lay-out of the AP20 {Fig. 2) consists of three 
basic unitss a photo-cell block with amplifiers and the coarse tuning 
panel are located in the-registration compartment; an operating panel 
with control and signalization boards as well as the basic relays are 
located in the service compartment. # 

Two one-tube aurolifiers with 2P1P tubes are enrployed xn the 
schematic. The leakage resistors R,, R? are equal to 300-1000 megohms. 
The vacuum photo-cells STsV-3 (or STs7-£) have a very small dark cur- 
rent. Together with carefully-installed insulation of grid chains, 
this asstires absolutelv reliable and stable operation of the photore- 
lays. The grid displacement (battery Bx) constitutes 9V. The operat- 
ing point of the amplifiers is set by means of a change of voltage on 
screen grids by means of potentiometers R3, R]j, (1.5 megohm;. Optimal 
screen voltage constitutes 3£-b0 v« 

Polarised relays R, and R. are connected as anode loads., fhey 
are timed to operate from 3'0-100u Ha current. 

R2 - polarised relay, connected according to the diagram of a 
time relay, with a switch-off delay of 12-15 sec. Rio - polarized re- 
lay of the tiaie marker. One winding of this relay is connected, through 
a detector to the output transformer of a radio receiver, which permits 
semi-automatic reception of correct timo signals on the seisjacgraia. 
Ho, R<, Ri, RP, Rg - any «nlticontact relays with matching voltagej R6 
-pitch relay with two electromagnets, providing rotor movement in di- 
rect and reverse directions. The relay is assembled from two telephone- 
type selectors. R13_ - polarized relay, signaling the burning-out of 
coDliiuator tubes, "it has a low-ohm winding (iiO turns of the PEL - 0.8 
wire), connected serially to the colliaator chain, and a high-ohm coil 
(of 500-ohm order), connected in parallel to the colllmators. The mag- 
netic fields of these windings compensate each other in the basic posi- 
tion. If collimator tubes burn out, the increase of current flow in 
the high-ohm coil and a simultaneous decrease of current flow in the 
low-ohm winding cause the connection of relay Erf.; signal lamp L^ 
lights up and the bell Zv^ is connected. 

All tnrebier switches and relays in the APZ0 diagram in Fig. 2 
are in the basic operating position. 
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receiver Additional basic 
collimators 

Fig. 2. Principle diagram of the APZO 

Wh*n the li,ht falls on the middle phoioel*nont F  the V*.- 

Ur is connected^^f^^«^^^ * fc Sio- 
time, condenser u, (30 mfd is -i.a _      r      t of

f
the resistor 

oh,.). Relay Rg connects «^^V^'Illumlmtor tube, and con, 
RQ ($-7 ohm), increasing the heading o_ r..i„ 
noting signal light L3 and bell Zvi- ^flection of the 

After the termination of the e*thqu«e, the rvf 1^;x - 
Ughtbea* «ove, a^ain to the brewer ton, ^^ $> £   „^ 
1>; relay, upc* the time signal mark, *%^^" ^i' V_,J; the 
ser  G. uoon discharge through resistor B8 (yOO ki.00.^), — * - 

li-ht falle on one of the outside photocells F ♦■h- lV'M fal"«s on one o.t tne ouww« F*W^-; X*      ,, c?,H„r, 

er,.ipo3d »ith too general arpar^., tos r,..i£ R| *   0     lQ a 

...bx'onpht to the basic position D}< t>ne DKSA.^ 



resistor R& (1 megohm) and condenser C^ (0.5 wfd). The time constant 
of this cell constitute 0.£ sec. The use of such a schematic assures 
practieallv vibration-proof operation of the device, which is very im- 
portant in the case of recording close and especially local earth- 
quakes, when the illumination pulses of photo-cells are very short. 

Through tripping relay E^, the voltage reaches the connector 
winding of the step relay %. Its rotor makes a single turn and 
closes 'the circuit of the coil relay R? of the first coarse tuning 
stage. At the same time the signal lamp % lights up and the bell 
Zvj>'is connected. Besides the connection of coarse tuning shunts, re- 
lav R7 also accomplishes three t>airs of contacts - one, increasing the 
heating of the colltmatoraj second, breaking the circuit of the break- 
ing coil of the step relay, and third, closing and shortening; tne coxl 

of relay R]* 
With" another increase of the recording amplitude to ?0 mm, tne 

processes which are described above are repeated. The step relay makes 
another step. The second stage of coarse tuning cuts in and signal 
la^p Lt* is lit. The third stage of coarse tuning is connected in the 
swne way. Relay R0 of the last stage breaks the circuit of the con- 
nector coil of the'step relay and further amplitude increase will not 
cause this relay to flip. 

Switching off of coarse tuning can begin only after the dei.%y 
relsv R« assumes the basic position* After this the alternate time 
mark''will transfer the step relay one stage backward. In the same man- 
ner other stages of coarse'tnning are also disconnected« However, be^ 
cause of additional contacts of relay R«, the heating increase cannot 
be disconnected until fine tuning is effected. Together with the uti- 
lization of the delay relay, it assures constant increased heating 
during all of the earthquake, which substantially betters the quality 
of the record. . 

In the coarse tuning panel the usual triple Golitsyn shunts are 
used, it is öxoedieiit to increase the coarse tuning coefficient in a 
geometrical progression. In addition, the shunts for all three stage, 
of coarse tuning are of the same size and are connected in consecutive 
units. 

In relays R?, Rg„ Ro contact groups are, by means of a simple 
alienation, removed from the winding and are insulated from their 
thermal Influence as much as possible. This measure decreases thermal 
currents, which develop in galvanometer circuits when coarse tuning is 
connected. Nevertheless, with the connection of coarse tuning, be- 
cause of the great sensitivity of galvanometers, some displacement of 
zero points is observed, which could be sufficient to cause the light 
beam, to drift from the crossniece of the photo-coll unit. This would 
keep the increase of heating and coarse tuning would remain connected 
after they were no longer needed. In order to avoid this, winding of 
relay R-, is shunted, during the period of coarse tuning. 

A short flash of lamp Lg during the time of the coarse taring 

5 



marker is assured by the use of a special contact group on relay R^. 
Tuning of the APZO is performed with the sisitches T± and T2 

transferred from the operating to the upper position (Fig. 2). In 
this ease, on the flipflop of the photorelay and on the closing of 
contacts of relay R?5 instead of increased heating, bulb Li will 
light up,, and  after-"the closing of contacts of relay %,* instead of 
the connection of the pitch relay, bulb 1^ will light up (at trie 
same time the marker of coarse tuning will not operate). This makes 
it possible to perform timing during recording time. 

Tuning is done in the following order. An anode current of 
15-20 Ma, smaller than the current of operating relay H^ is estab- 
lished by potentiometer R^ and tested by a ffiieroassmeter and bulb L^. 
The heating increase photorelay appears to be sufficiently close to 
the operating threshold at this time. 

In the same way., a second potentiometer R^ bulb Ig and the 
sä*«* microawmöter are used for the adjustment of the coarse timing 
relay. Switches T3 and T?  are returned to the operating position 
after- adjustment. ~    " . »   * ^     j.. 

Readjustment .and inspection of the position of the operating 
points of photocurrent amplifiers is performed under normal, condi- 
tions not more often than once ev&rj 2~<3 »onths. 

Tower for the photorelay is supplied by dry cells: BNS-MVD-50O 
for hfiatijae (E^) and BAS-90 as a source of anode voltage. Two cells 
0|. ^ ^gg 0^  ^ype provide a grid, displacement of 9V. Only hall or 
tn/maments^in the 2P1P tubes are connected} the general heating 
current constitutes 0*12a, Total anode current of both photorelays 
in'their basic position constitutes 100-200 ft&.    Grid batteries are 
disconnected only as a result of self-discharge. ^ 

In order to prevent an. influence of the connection of rue 
AP20 on the heating of the collimaior tubes, the power supply of aU 
relays and signal devices is achieved by means of a separate battery 
of acciarailators» 

.During 1956-1957, regional seismic stations of the North lien 
Shan zone*obtained more than 6000 records of earthquakes. During the 
same period, the Central "Alma-Ata" Seismic Station registered more 
than 1000 earthquakes by means of the general type equipment. The 
A^EO systems hare operated smoothly in all of these observations. 

At the "AlMA-Ata" station, during 195?*. eight earthquakes were 
registered when one-stage coarse tuning (f- * 5) was ^connected, two 
eartbauakes when two stages of 'coarse tuning (j? « 25) were connected, 
»nd three when two stages (£ « 125) were connected, . 

For instance^ In case of the Mongolian earthquake of h Decem- 
ber 105?, the maximal omLltudea were registered with coarse tuning 
on the order of 125. For the total increase in the conversion for the 
displacement of a writing light point along a tape* the amplitude 
would be 10 in. In that case, not only could a record net be obtained 
but even the galvanometers could be pat out of commission. 

Pig. 3"represents a seismogram of the 9 June 1956 earthquake, 



recorded at the "Alma-Ata" Seisrsic Station (&  ^12°^ M 5**?)» During 
the recording, coarse tuning of the 5, 25 and 125 orders was consecu- 
tively connected^ thus making a record of earth displacements with an 
amplitude above 3000*A readable along its entire length. During this 
earthquake, marking of the moment of coarse tuning was achieved dif- 
ferently than in the last variant of the AF20. An additional colli- 
m&tor, the tube heating of which was changed in accordance with the 
coefficient of coarse tuning, was used here for marking coarse tun- 
ing. Such a system of marking the moment of coarse tuning required 
a certain change of the schematic and was later changed, 

The described schematic can be used with slight alteration at 
stations equipped with several sets of seismic apparatus of various 
types. 

At the Central "Alma-Ata" Seismic Station^ for instance, be- 
sides galvanoraetric and, optical recording by equipment of the gener- 
al type, mechanical recording by the SMP type apparatus is performed. 
At the beginning of an earthquake, at the same time as the increase 
of collimator-tube heating, eollimaiors of optical recording are con- 
nected and SMP recording devices and optical recording are set into 
operation. 

If the earthquake is weak and distant, the SMP and optical re-» 
cording is disconnected after 0*5' Jain, If the coarse tuning is con- 
nected^ then the SMP and optical, recording are connected until, the 
time when the SMP draws complete their rotation» During sufficiently 
strong local earthquakes« the connection of SMP and optical recording 
is accomplished by a relay, connected to a special coil, located on a 
damping plate of one of the SMP seismographs. 

^Fig. 3 on the next page/ 

Conclusions-. 

1. Equipment with automatic heating increase, coarse tuning, 
and notification, used at seismic stations of the North Tien Shan, as- 
surest 2} a clear, readable record of earthquakes, including strong 
distant earthquakes of my strengths b) notification to the station 
personnel of the progress of the earthquake recording as well as of . 
the burning-cat of oollimator tubesj c) semi-"automatic recording on 
tape of.correct time signals* 

2« The virtue of the schematic consists in the possibility 
of its application at regional stations., as well as at stations of 
the general, type* 

3. use of the Ä.PZ0 equipment at seisrsic stations of the North 
Tien Shan zone has facilitated bettering of the quality of earth- 
quake records at these stations. 

Academy of Sciences of the USSR Received 
:Institute of Earth Physics 23 June 19^9 
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